Identifying and Tracking the Object Motion Path By Means Of Image Processing In Python through the CanopenProtocol
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Abstract - In the field of machine vision, object tracking is one of the crucial topics. Tracking is the positioning process of moving targets by means of a camera. Nowadays, image processing systems are used in different usages. In the current research, at first, the object will be selected by image processing in Python with opencv and color detection. For better control, then the necessary calculations will be done in the programmable logic controller (plc), and finally, through the control area network (CAN) protocol, the object's position will be transferred to two servomotors in both X and Y directions. Due to the fact that the engines velocity will be proportional to the object movement speed, the selected object will be traced in real time.
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Introduction

Object tracking is one of the most significant and useful branches in various fields, such as surveillance, aerospace and autonomous navigation. Nonetheless, tracking several objects in real time is often a very challenging task. Morimitsua et al.(2016) have offered a new approach to deploy structural relationships in order to track numerous objectssso that in the first frame of the video, it tracks all objects online. In this project, the aim is object tracking and another object movement in coordination with a moving object.

The fixed base industrial robots have multipurpose control and programming capabilities, and they are used to move material, components, tools, or specialized devices through planned movements. Industrial robots have been substituted by humans in order to accomplish various kinds of tasks, including dangerous, uniform or severe work that humans are not able to do. These activities are regularly carried out in low-ventilated spaces or filled with toxic gases. Industrial robots are progressing to be smart and automated.

Over the past few years, path tracking control in industrial robots has attracted much attention as an essential and critical issue. There are numerous types of methods to control the precise paths tracking in industrial robots. Due to their simple structure and controlling the designed autonomous model, proportional integral derivatives(PIDs) are extensively used to control the movement of robots (Ayala et al., 2012).

Though, PID controllers should be adjusted according to different operating conditions, which are typically time-consuming. Target tracking control algorithm in a group of mobile robots by camera tracking is proposed in (Wang and Gu, 2012). A distributed Kalman filter is also designed to approximation the target location. The effectiveness of the control algorithm is confirmed by simulation and empirical results. An adaptation path-tracking controller (Mohareri et al., 2012) is designed to track the motion of a robot with unidentified parameters and unknown dynamics. By means of neural networks learning ability, the Back-step controller is designed to prevent dynamics recognition of robot. To investigate the performance of the designed controller algorithm with a Back-step controller on a platform the commercial robot was simulated and tested.

For target prediction controlling, in Li et al.(2016), a plan was presented, which includes dynamic neural optimization for target movement path tracking. Target prediction has been controlled by means of repetitive quadratic planning methods. Then, in order to solve a problem in a lagged horizon, an initial neural network was used that the validation of the control method has been confirmed based on the experiments.

A proportional derivative(PD) controller is offered with sliding mode control theory for robotic tracking controlling in (Ouyang et al, 2014). In the control theory, the simple linear control features are provided by means of PD control and non-linear control through sliding control. Yet, for the validation and theoretical strength, only the simulation results of control were presented.
A reversible adaptive control plan (Hu et al., 2012) has been suggested to trace motion paths of robot arms in the presence of external disturbances and variable parameters. The controller was converted to a robotic system by means of an adaptive technique to evaluate the uncertainty of the robotics system. The effectiveness of the controllers is approved by numerical simulation results.

A sliding controller with constant speed in (Corradini et al., 2012) is designed from robot arms connected to an uncertainty estimator for path tracking. Path tracking function was evaluated based on experimental results.

The CAN communication protocol was first designed by Bush for cars and was released in the late 80's and used by European and then American automakers. The protocol was recognized by the International Standards Organization under ISO 11898 ISO in 1991, and then it was developed in industrial automation, the auto industry and road transport, agricultural machinery and road construction. A version of that developed in industrial automation is now known as CANOpen and has found a special position in industrial automation. This network consists of a differential serial bus that connects different parts of the system (Rezaei, 2016).

Actually, the CAN-based network is a serial and two-wire communication based on the 485 RS-standard, which links up to 321 sensors and different devices. This network works based on sending and receiving messages so that messages are flowed by sensors and control devices in the network and the receivers perform the operation by receiving a message related to the operation itself. Substantial reduction in wiring, flexibility, high reliability, messages prioritizing and proper troubleshooting features are among the benefits of this protocol. Information transmission in this protocol is done by a pair of wires and differentially, which minimizes the effect of noise. The length of the network can be up to 3111 meters and the data transfer speed in this protocol can be up to 1 Mbps (at a distance of 50 m) (Rezaei, 2016).

**Method**

At first, in the current research, the object has been selected by means image processing in the Python program with the opencv library and placed in the system memory and by displacing the object in axes X and Y, the amount of displacement is computed and extracted, to perform calculations and transferring the command to the servomotors the PLC is used (Fig. 1 and 2).

In order to transfer information for servomotor displacement, the CAN method has been used. Due to the lower number of wires and the higher data transfer speeds this method has been chosen.

**The sent frames in the CAN protocol**

In order that CAN network operate in real time and data to be sent at the correct time, there are restrictions in line with sending data packets (frames); so that each data packet cannot carry more than 8 bytes of data (Figure 3). Before explaining the data frames, it is necessary to mention that two different versions of the CAN standard are common today:

- CAN 2.0A standard
- CAN 2.0B standard

The difference between these two standards is in the number of identifier bits so that in the CAN 2.0A standard, the acceptable number of identifier bits is 11 bits, and in the CAN 2.0B standard, the number of allowable bits is expanded up to 29 bits. Fortunately, the variations to these two standards are such that both standards can exchange data on a data line without causing interruptions (Figure 4).

As can be seen in Figure 4, each data packet has a unique address that depending on the CAN standard can have 11 or 29 bits. The number of data in each frame is determined by the DLC, that in the maximum state it can have 8 bytes. The next section is the CRC that it is produced and reviewed by hardware. If the address and CRC are correct, by sending ACK, informs the sender of receiving information.

In order to test the output and test results, the motors are installed on a table with two directions of freedom by means of Scroll method, and, according to the position that the PLC sends to motor drives, the table will be replaced. A pen is embedded on a table that according to the table movement in the X and Y directions, the pen draws a path on a white paper, in Figure 5, you can see the movement of the object and pen in 5 stages.

In order that the speed of the movement to be synchronous with the object's displacement, the PID function, and its computational methods are performed based on the derivative and integral coefficients in the servomotor and the PLC drive (winprolader program). The advantage of this design in tracking is the speed of the reaction of the system to move the desired object.

**Findings**

In the present research, an object was tracked by means of image processing with Python, and the object's position was transmitted through the CAN protocol to two servomotors, and these two motors were installed on a table with a pen, and according to the object movement, the table was moved and by means of the pen, it draws the path.
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Figures

Figure 1: Information Transfer System to Servomotor

Figure 2: Two-degree freedom (2DOF) table equipped with a pen

Figure 3: Sent forms in the CAN protocol
Discussion and Conclusion

In the current research, the objects were tracked in Python by means of the opencv library. Then, the required calculations were done to control servomotors motion in plc, and finally, the object's position was transmitted via the CAN protocol to two servomotors in both X and Y directions. Due to the fact that the engine speed was proportional to the speed of the object movement, the selected object was tracked in real time.
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